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"Huhtamonic" Experience in Focus

In Kari Huhtamo’s art, cold
steel becomes warm when it
meets the soft, sensuous curves
that recur in his works.
“What interests me is what
happens beneath the surface,”
says the artist.

H

uhtamo is a modern artist, and
was among the first in Finland to use stainless steel in
his works, especially from the
1970s on. He likes steel grades whose surface has been polished to mirror smoothness.
“I wanted my sculptures to have an absolutely precise surface, and you cannot get
that with casting,” he says.
In his steel constructions, thin metal lines
often act as a starting point, with strong and
varied impressions of motion. Critic Ahti
Susiluoto explained it this way:
“In Huhtamo’s sculptures the abundance
of organic material close to nature has travelled through many stages to the absolute
simplicity and nobleness. Through a few
thin bows, which seem to be in peaceful motion, contrasting with horizontal breaks and
steel columns rocketing up into the space,
his works create a situation, where the spectator feels he or she were in a cathedral of
the early Renaissance. The atmosphere is so
light and quiet that even breathing is a sin.”

Conquering space

The sensual positive attitude of
Huhtamo’s sculptures is almost tangible to the onlookers, to all those
who experience them – a true sign of
life!” (Jorma Hautala)

Motion is one of the key words in his art, with
whatever material he uses in his sculptures.
Art critic Timo Valjakka noted that Huhtamo’s works are “distinguished by a mild humor as well as a glacial elegance crystallized
in refined sculptural forms, which seem to
epitomize the energy of motion.”
This can be seen already in his early (from
the year 1964) two-part “movable” and humorous artwork “Nutturapäinen nainen” (A
Woman with her Hair Bun), where he used
aged red pine as the material.
Another critic Markku Valkonen marked
that finding the right type of three-dimensionality was not always an easy process:
“Huhtamo’s sculptures began conquering three-dimensionality like a human being
with all his/her physical dimensions.”
The word “conquer” can well be used.
Indeed, making good sculptures requires
an attitude, where one is ready to “conquer
space,” as the very essence of sculpture is
also about creating space around the threedimensional art object.
Even in his smaller tube and wire constructions, he has arranged space with delicate cuts.

Studio in Helsinki

sence of movement carefully, and has often movable parts in
his artworks.
The artist himself, however, does not want to play with isms:
“It is not my target to analyze which ism this and that work
of mine belongs to. What I can say is that my art has close ties
with Constructivism. One critic even called some features of
my art ‘Huhtamonic’ (Huhtamolainen in Finnish).”
He nevertheless does not bring himself into the foreground,
for example, in the titles of his works. Some of his smaller artworks do not even carry names, but are just called “Steel Constructions,” and some reliefs are just Reliefs.
“I do not always want to give evident hints to a real world
or stress my own experiences. In many cases there is even not
any physical object or phenomena as a starting point,” he says.
One of Huhtamo’s longest-remaining artist friendships is
with graphic artist Jorma Hautala, who understands his art:
“The sensual positive attitude of Huhtamo’s sculptures is
almost tangible to the onlookers, to all those who experience
them – a true sign of life!” says Hautala.
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“Huhtamonic attitude”
There is a softer side in Huhtamo’s art too. His first works in
the 1960s were reflections of Henry Moore, the master of softshaped abstract sculpture.
At the same time his works remind the European Dadaism,
exemplified by Jean Arp and Max Ernst, his silk screens and
other graphic production also represents other artistic trends.
Huhtamo has actually been counted among the pop artists,
Dadaists, Surrealists, Constructivists, and kinetic artists.
Like some pop artists, he used from time to time bright
colors in his sculptures. Like kinetic artists, he studied the es-
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(Sparkle on Water) for the Mäkelänrinne
Swimming Pool’s entrance hall.
A relief “Sulavesi” (Melt Water) at the
Jyväskylä University Agora building was
unveiled in a lobby designed by architect
and professor Arto Sipinen. The relief is
made of steel plate and its size is 9.5 meters by 2.5 meters.
These are just a few examples – altogether he has made more than 60 of
public works.

Turning points in Kari’s life
Kari Huhtamo was born in 1943 in
Rovaniemi, the capital city of the Lapland
Province. Lapland’s sharp seasonal contrasts between light summers and snowy,
cold, and dark winters certainly had some
effect on young Kari.
Lapland is known also for its softshaped mountains, large rivers with
salmon, reindeer herding, gold digging,

Memorial to the
Reconstruction of
Lapland 1945-55
Melt Water

Mighty Spiral and Multitude
of Waters
Kari Huhtamo has many works in public
spaces. In the 1970s he was commissioned
the “Monument to the Reconstruction
of Lapland 1945-1955.” Critic Markku
Valkonen analyzed the work as follows:
“The 15 meter construction reaches
for the sky as a mighty spiral. This brave
artwork is an exemplary application of
‘constructive movement.’ In the lower
part of the work the movement is ignited
slowly and humbly, but it is strengthened
that when you go higher, it ends in a
grand three-part triumph.”
In addition to outdoor sculptures, Kari
Huhtamo has made several lobby constructions, for example, for the University Central Hospital in Kuopio in 1984. In 2001 he
made stainless steel sculpture “Vedenvälke”

and shamans. And the northern cultural
traditions have undoubtedly influenced
Huhtamo’s earlier works, in which he had
totems made in light bricks or elegant
shapes in wood.
In the early 1960s Huhtamo moved to
Helsinki, where he studied art in the Institute of Industrial Arts and the School
of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland.
He changed studios quite frequently.
One of the most legendary studios was an
old wooden building, later demolished,
where young artists and architects often
gathered. He got to know also the American artist Zoltan Popovits, who decided

to stay in Finland and introduced some
international art trends.
Thanks to his practical mindset – and
for financial necessity – he at the same
time also worked. “I once worked at a harbor. The 1960s was a great time to live as an
art student, as an artist and a young man
in general. But one could also see sad stories. At that time many artists were quite
heavy drinkers. Yet I had a good time; it is
no use to deny that,” recalls Huhtamo.
But mostly he concentrated on his art.
Quite notable was his “one-man” show
at Kluuvi Gallery in 1969 where also
photomontages by his architect and art-

ist friends were introduced. Huhtamo’s
sculptural forms were linked to photographs of the Helsinki city life.
“Thus the Kluuvi Gallery exhibition
was actually not just ‘one-man’ show. My
architect friends, Kirmo Mikkola and
Juhani Pallasmaa, for example, created
photomontages of the city of Helsinki,
using the shapes of my sculpture as one
element. Also my wife participated in the
project. She is an interior decorator by
profession.”
In the 1960s it was important that
Huhtamo got to know international
sculpture too –at that time it was not
that frequent for a young artist to travel
abroad.
“I got an art grant from the Italian state. I visited North Italy, but also
France.”

Facade relief

Success at Tretyakov Gallery
In the 1970s Kari Huhtamo was already a
married man, and he took family obligations seriously. With his wife Tutteli (Kirsi
Marketta), they acquired a detached house
in Malmi, ten kilometers from the Helsinki
city center, in 1977, and the adjoining studio became ready in 1981. Two daughters,
Taina and Eili, were born in the 1970s.
In 1991 Kari Huhtamo bought a piece
of land on the lakeside. It took several
years to build the huge log “cottage,”
Sparkle on Water
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Light and shadows
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which is quite much of a home today. The
building and interiors were designed by
his wife Tutteli.
In 1990 he continued with international exhibitions. In 1998 there was a
solo exhibition in Tallinn Art Hall. In the
year 2000 he participated in OPEN2000
in Venice, which was a sculpture exhibition organized by Arte Communications.
The exhibition showed works from 34
artists, including Kari Huhtamo.
In 2005 he founded Kari Huhtamo Art
Foundation, to promote the preservation
and study of his artworks, but also to do
research on north Finnish visual arts in
general.
In the autumn 2009 the world-famous
Tretyakov Gallery hosted Huhtamo’s solo
exhibition “Varitio Arctica Sculptura” at
its three main venues – in the Krymsky
Val, the Tolmachi Exhibition Hall and in
the Lavrushkin Pereulok across the street
from the Old Tretyakov gallery.
The 2009 Moscow exhibition was the
first presentation of artworks by a modern Finnish artist at Tretyakov Gallery.
“It was a great pleasure to get invited
by this wonderful art institution,” explains Huhtamo.
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In 2011 Huhtamo’s works were seen
in Helsinki large “The Magic of Lapland”
exhibition that was a unique study of the
portrayal of Lapland in Finnish art from
the 1800s to the present. There were dozens of work by different artists displayed.
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The “Varitio Arctica Sculptura” exhibition was later seen at Taidehalli in
Helsinki and in the park of Finland’s
presidential palace Kultaranta in Naantali, in the summer 2010. Most of these
sculptures are now located in the park of
Linnaiste Manor.

Kari Huhtamo turned 70 years old in
January 2013, but he is still active, far
from retiring. He arranged an exhibition
in his home town of Rovaniemi in January in Arktikum’s Valo (Light) gallery.
Altogether 13 artworks were exhibited, of
which seven was seen in Tretyakov Gallery in 2009.
“One interesting project was in China in the city of Wuxi, where the Finnish architect Pekka Salminen designed a
wonderful opera house on the banks of
Wuxi’s Central Park lakeside.”
The sculpture would be 15-20 meters
high, double-shaped construction. There
is no decision yet if the sculpture will be
realized.
“With this mobile sculpture the viewer could study light and shadows in large
scale, which has been important to me.
Light is indispensable for giving a perceptible form to the shape, volume, and

Tolmachi Exhibition Hall

Aaria Mobile, Tatlin Tower

surface structure of the sculpture.
“Art critic Timo Valjakka has noted
that frequently, light in my art is an important part of the content of the work,
and occasionally of its true subject matte.
Light is extolled when it runs along the
surface of a sculpture or rebounds sharply off it.
“Light and shadows can indeed create
depth in works, depth of a kind that can
hardly be achieved by any other means.”
www.huhtamo.com

Evening Sun, Morning Sun, Duet II
Metamorphosis I & II in Finland's presidential palace Kultaranta
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